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Narrow your business focus by selecting a market that you will focus upon
TIP: Select a market that is familiar to you and that has existing buyers

Position your business in a manner that you differentiate 
yourself in the marketplace from other competitors

Be sure to test your sales page with split-testing
& tracking software and continuously test
to optimize the sales conversion of your offer

After you launch your initial front-end offer, focus on producing a higher priced back-end product for a consistent revenue increase

Once you’ve optimized your sales page and developed a highly focused back-end 
product, develop 3-4 additional products that are related to your market and utilize 
them for upsells, downsells, and cross promotions within your sales process

Start with and focus solely on one website 
until a solid revenue stream is realized

Structure an agreement such that you provide unique content to be placed 
onto the portal site along with one or more links that promote your site(s)

Write or outsource your sales copy and then test 
and continuously improve your salespage

Search the internet for one or more portal sites within your niche 
industry and contact them about providing content for the site

Have you reached a win-win agreement under which 
you will provide content to a particular portal?

Deliver the unique content for 
placement onto the portal site

Hire an outside writer to produce unique 
content to be placed on your partners website
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SHARE A SMILE
WITH OTHERS

EMPATHIZE WITH
OTHERS

IDENTIFY & ALIGN
WITH A CHARITY

CONDUCT
INTENTIONAL

GIVING

Give to others by portraying happiness and joy through 
your facial actions and body language. Smile at others 
to give them the opportunity to smile back

Are you certain that the person you may
mentor will be appreciative of the time and
information that you share with them?

Is the person that you are working with
demonstrating quick and decisive action?

Always be on the look out for ways to have fun in all 
areas of your life, i.e. family, business, relationships, etc

Consider making up games in certain situations 
to add fun & laughter into your day

Look for someone who may 
benefit from you spending 
some time and sharing your 
talents with them

Set aside time on a regular basis to 
engage with your mentoree

If the person is taking 
action on your 
information, then 
continue mentoring to 
help the individual 
reach his/her goal

Show people empathy in order to connect 
with them while you share your time with them 
in conversation or other engagement Identify a charity in which you

support their overall mission

Get into the habit of setting aside a percentage of your 
monthly income to give to charitable causes

GIVE YOUR TIME & TALENT

GIVE YOUR MONEY
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